Abstract. In this paper we study linear discrete two-dimensional systems in the behavioral context where control is viewed as interconnection. Within the behavioral framework a natural concept of interconnection has been introduced by J.C.Willems, called regular interconnection. We investigate regular interconnections that yield finite dimensional behaviors, and prove that when a finite dimensional behavior can be achieved from a given behavior B by regular full/partial interconnection then the controllable part/manifest part of B is rectifiable.
Introduction
As is well known, the central idea in the behavioral approach to control is the one of interconnection. This consists in the interconnection of a given behavior to be controlled B (the plant) with a suitable behavior (the controller), in order to obtain a desired behavior B d . If this is possible, we say that B d is implementable from B. In this context, there are two main situations to be considered: either all the system variables are available for control (i.e., are control variables) or only some of the variables are control variables. In order to distinguish these two cases, we respectively refer to full and partial control or interconnection.
In this paper we focus on a particular kind of interconnection that is called regular interconnection. In such interconnection, the restrictions imposed on the plant by the Diego Napp Avelli Research Unit of Mathematics and Applications, Department of Mathematics, University of Aveiro, e-mail: diego@ua.pt
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Oporto, e-mail: mprocha@fe.up.pt controller are independent of the restrictions already present in the plant, as happens, for instance, in a feedback interconnection (see [7, 15] ).
More concretely, we are interested in studying regular interconnections that yield finite dimensional behaviors, i.e., we wish to characterize the behaviors from which a finite dimensional behavior is implementable by regular interconnection.
This can be seen as a relaxation of the control objective of implementing the zero behavior by regular interconnection from a given behavior B, a problem that has already been addressed in [10, 15] . In this sense, regular implementation of a finite dimensional behavior can be regarded as almost regular implementation of zero, see [4, 5] .
Using a notion of stability defined with respect to a specified stability region by adapting the ideas in [6] to the discrete case, it was recently proven, in [9] , that the stable behaviors considered there have the property of being finite dimensional linear subspaces of (Ê q ) 2 . Thus, the possibility of stabilizing a behavior B is strictly connected with the regular implementation of a finite dimensional behavior from B.
In the context of full interconnection, a complete characterization of the stabilization property was given in [9] under the assumption that the controllable part of the given behavior B, denoted by B c , is rectifiable, i.e., is a direct summand of
This is a very strong property and allows to derive several results that are in general only valid for the one dimensional case (1D), such as, for instance the existence of a decomposition of the behavior into the direct sum of its controllable part and an autonomous part. However, in this paper we prove that if a finite dimensional behavior is implementable by regular interconnection from a given behavior B, then B c is rectifiable. As a consequence of this result we conclude that the assumption about the rectifiability of B c , used in [9] in order to obtain several results on stabilization, is indeed not restrictive since it is a necessary condition for stabilization.
In contrast with the full interconnection case, we also treat the partial interconnection case and show that, under one condition, analog results can be obtained for this new situation.
We begin by introducing some necessary background from the field of 2D discrete behavioral theory. Section 3 is devoted to an exposition of regular interconnection and finite dimensional behaviors. In Section 4 we move from the full interconnection context to the partial one.
Preliminaries
In order to state more precisely the questions to be considered, we introduce some preliminary notions and results.
We consider 2D behaviors B defined over 2 that can be described by a set of linear partial difference equations, i.e., B = ker R(σ , σ −1 ) := {w ∈ U | R(σ , σ −1 )w ≡ 0},
